
CV19 Accounts Process 

MalgraBooks

The Covid-19 Coronavirus Pandemic (CV19) has certainly changed the way how

businesses interact with their customers, and the closure of groups across the UK has

directly affected the way in which we run accounts for clients.

This helpsheet is designed to provide guidance to help complete your accounts for

2020/21 and detail the information we need from you. 
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We appreciate this year has been different, and not all of the information we'd usually ask for

is available from Consultants due to changes listed within this help guide.

To make things as simple as possible, we've created a simple spreadsheet to download and

input your information - we'll then process this for you on your account. You may wish to send

this as of a certain date (e.g you could send all documents for April > October) and then

continue as normal - it depends on your individual preferences and regional requirements for

lockdown (i.e. if your group hasn't reopened, you may wish to wait). 

The spreadsheet is available from the CV19 Hub on the Client Dashboard,

https://clients.malgrabooks.co.uk 

If you would prefer a paper version, let us know and we'll send one in the post to you to

complete and scan back to us.

One Downloadable Tool - MalgraBooks CV19 Tracker

Remember, as part of your MalgraBooks Package, our team are here to help. You can email

our team - support@malgrabooks.co.uk and we'll reply as soon as possible.

Alternatively, we are now offering Zoom calls where we can discuss any queries with

obtaining the information listed in this guide. To arrange a brief call, send an email! 

Need a hand?



MalgraBooks aim to make things as easy as possible, and thats why our teams usually use

your Monthly Plan For Success (PFS) Document which you can obtain from Our World.

However, as groups closed and turned Virtual, some PFS documents are totally empty, or

provide little detail to the business accounts of your self employment. 

Instead, details of income and expenses are now held with consultants directly, and we'll need

this information to prepare your accounts. 

You’ll need to collate the information which you’ve held elsewhere on the monies received

from members. This will depend on the process you had in place, whether this was taking

bank transfers, EFT (Card Payments), Paypal or other solution.

Income - No PFS Document (or limited information)

Expenses incurred

Any expenses incurred for the business during this time are claimable - from your usual

stationery or postage expenses, to new business expenses like Zoom subscriptions. 

In addition, any materials purchased for the safe running of your business, such as any

masks, detergent, plastic coverings or protective screens as a result of CV19 can be claimed

as a business expense.

As always, please list any business expense on your usual expenses spreadsheet. There's no

change to this part of the accounting process (hurrah!).

As such, payments (such as franchise fees) during this period which haven’t gone through the

PFS document can be added to the usual expenses spreadsheet, similar to any other

expense you may have incurred.

Important: You should not deduct the SW Fees from the ‘income’ amount as the payments

sent out are after you’ve received money from members.

SW Franchise / Account Fees

Throughout the year, the Government has provided the SEISS to eligible Self Employed

individuals. 

If you have received any grants during the year, please list these for MalgraBooks to add to

your tax return. These values are separate to your business account, but are used against

your personal allowances when calculating tax. 

SEISS Grants are subject to Tax and National Insurance at the applicable rates. 

Income: SEISS (Self Employed Income Support Scheme) 



We recommend accessing your internet banking to download the relevant statement for the

period of running your group. We’ve provided an example below.

Income: From your bank statement, you should add together all income which you’ve

received as payment from members to create your overall monthly total. 

In the example above, you can add together the relevant rows – perhaps print out a copy and

highlight to make this process simple. In our example, the payments from members (Anne,

Barry, Claire, Darren and Edith) were bank transfers from members sent to the consultant. 

EFT/ Stripe / PayPal: If you used any of these methods to obtain payments, you can order a

report from the respective provider. Declare the full 'payment made' by the member as your

income, and any 'fees' from the provider are classed as expenses. 

Income: Bank Statement

Income: Supported Earnings from Slimming World

Any supported earnings, or adjustments to your account, should be listed within the Account

Viewer on Our World. This can be a complex process, however at the time of this guidance

being provided, no further indication of how this would be provided by SW is available.

We recommend printing off your Account Viewer screen and manually clicking 'view' against

each transaction line, to cross check and see if there is any information in each amount to

ensure all income and expenses are accounted for.

This is very manual - and we appreciate that issues may occur. If you need support with this,

please contact our team and they will be pleased to arrange a short Zoom call to share

screens and demonstrate within your Account Viewer how to access and prepare this

information for your business accounts.  
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